
NATION X NEWS
Disease Hits Nation X!
A new disease has been detected in groups A and B.

	
 	

No one understands, though 

of course people have their ideas, 
where the terrible disease came 
from, but at least there is a cure.  
The disease is a condition in 
which one of the small bones of 
the wrist loses its blood supply 
and dies.

SYSTEM CHANGE: Disease 
Carriers cannot work, cannot get 
paid, and cannot use electronics at 
any time.  If you are given a 

disease card, you must carry it on 
you until you get medicine. 

Thanks to the wisdom of 
g roup D there i s medic ine 
available.  There is a limited 
supply, so group D will decide how 
to give or sell the medicine to 
everybody else.  Surely the King 
and the wise group D will make a 
fair choice and end this epidemic 
at once.  No one knows yet how 
the disease is caught.

NATION X NEEDS TO MAKE SOME CHOICES 
Tomorrow is our last day to make 

some important decisions about how 
our society is run.  Tomorrow is our 
last chance to save Nation X from 
poverty and chaos.

We regret having to inform you 
that Nation Y has been seen making 
movements toward us.  Nation Y knows about our 

troubles, and is most likely going to 
arrive tomorrow.  Depending on what 
they see and how organized we can be, 
we may not have a nation tomorrow.
	
 Stakes are high.  It’s time for 
a hero.  Nation X News joins the people 
in prayer for wisdom to be our 

salvation from total defeat by Nation Y.
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The King is Great!
Long l i ve the King .  

Seriously, the King is so cool; 
we are really lucky to have 
such a great King.  Other 
nations’ kings are not nearly 
as cool as our King.  He just 
seems to do everything right; 
it just makes sense that he 
was sent to us from God.  
Our King could totally beat 
up England’s king.  We here 
at Nation X News support our 
wonderful, excellent, majestic 
and divine King 100%, and 
deny any terrible and false 
stories that may have been 
published in our newspaper, 
that expressed the stupid 
opinion that the King has too 
much and groups A and B 
don’t have enough.  They 
were all lies!  We here at 
Nation X News have learned 
our lesson.  We love the King!  
Everybody should love the 
King!  The King is awesome!  
Long live the King!

               -Editorial Staff


